As discussed on IRC, swish-e is old and crappy. Replacement candidates: elasticsearch / solr / xapian

History

#1 - 08/03/2017 03:23 pm - tampakrap
- Private changed from Yes to No

#2 - 08/03/2017 04:09 pm - cboltz
- Subject changed from replace swish-e with something better to lists.o.o: replace swish-e with something better

#3 - 13/04/2017 07:35 am - pjessen

Maybe we should also consider if we really need an internal index - google is probably indexing all of the archives anyway.

#4 - 23/01/2020 03:03 pm - lrupp

There is https://www.mail-archive.com as well.

For indexing and searching, I only see solr/lucene as 'still mountain's solution, after a quick look around. But this would need someone to setup the indices for lucene and write the right front-end for solr... Nothing easy to do.

#5 - 02/03/2020 07:13 am - lrupp
- Status changed from New to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

This ticket is 3 years old... What happened:

- latest swish-e builds again (for 15.1)
- there is a plan for mailman3 (see #19900)

I think this closes this ticket, as mailman3 + hyperkitty should do the job. Please reopen, if I missed something.